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The completely up-to-date edition of a comprehensive overview of the elements that define our

worldNow in its ninth edition, the widely praised Penguin State of the World Atlas remains an

accessible, unique visual survey of current events and global trends. Completely revised and

updated, this distinctive atlas presents the latest statistics on communications and information

technology, international trade, globalization of work, aging and new health risks, food and water,

energy resources and consumption, global warming and biodiversity, literacy, gender equality, wars

and peacekeeping, and more. Fascinating, troubling, and surprising, this is one atlas no student of

the world should be without.
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Praise for the 8th edition of The PenguinÂ State of the World Atlas:"The State of the World Atlas is

something elseâ€”an occasion of wit and an act of subversion . . . These are the bad dreams of the

modern world, given color and shape and submitted to a grid that can be grasped instantaneously."

â€”The New York Times "Unique and uniquely beautiful . . . A single map here tells us more about

the world today than a dozen abstracts or scholarly tomes." â€”Los Angeles Times"A striking new

approach to cartography . . . no-one wishing to keep a grip on the reality of the world should be

without these books." â€”International Herald Tribune"Packed with fascinating facts and figures on

everything from the international drugs industry to climate change." â€”Evening Standard



Dan Smith is Secretary General of International Alert, based in London, and former Director of the

International Peace Research Institute, Oslo (PRIO). In 2007-2011 he was Chairman of the UN

Peacebuilding Fund Advisory Group. In 2002 he was awarded an OBE. He is also author of The

Atlas of War and Peace and The State of the Middle East.

I have used three different editions (7th, 8th and 9th) of Dan Smith's State of the World Atlas with

middle school students the past several years. The books are a wonderful collection of thematic

maps that provide a wealth of information about the world. I recommend them to any teacher

covering current world affairs, culture or geography. One disturbing trend I am noticing, though, is a

marked, decreasing visual appeal in each successive edition. The 7th edition maps were witty,

creative and fun. The current 9th edition is, comparatively, much drier, unimaginative and sterile.

The strong graphic component was what first drew me and my students into these atlases. I am

sorry to see that emphasis slipping away.

Dan Smith's State of the World Atlas provides visually arresting representations of statistics about

the political and social state of the world. You learn about wealth and poverty, civil rights,

environmental depredation, birth and death rates, the spread of obesity, smoking, varying degrees

of freedom, militarization, and much else. In all cases the information is projected onto the world

map. In many cases, the information ingeniously *becomes* the map. But just because everything in

this book is centered on maps, it is dismaying that Penguin skimped on production. This book

should have been printed as a hardcover with sewn binding so that it can lie open flat, revealing the

two-page map spreads in all their glory. As it is, either key sections of the maps are lost in the

gutter, or you need to break the glued spine, which, I suspect, will lead the book to fall apart fairly

quickly. Too bad.

good

Excellent!!!

Good Info but not quite what I expected

Book was in perfect condition and work perfectly with the class I took!



Just arrived today. Thanks for great work

I got this to consider using in a class I teach to freshmen. It's a really good way to visualize data on

a range of topics. Can be used as an assigned book or you can project images on a screen.
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